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Kaua'i, the oldest and northernmost island in the Hawaiian Island chain, is home to a diversity of

unique sights that makes it one of the world&#x92;s top resort destinations. Kaua'i; Images of the

Garden Island is a small, hardbound, easy-to-carry book which allows readers to witness the

majesty of Mount Wai'ale'ale&#x92;s numerous waterfalls, the depths of Waimea canyon, the

intricate terraces of the taro fields at Hanalei and Lumaha'i and the ancient Menehune Fish Pond in

Nawiliwili through 46 individual photographs by talented island photographer Douglas Peebles.

It&#x92;s the perfect keepsake, gift and souvenir.
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This book is a wonderful glimpse of the beautiful Island of Kauai.After my first visit to the Island, I

wanted something that would capture the pure beauty of Kauai, and keep all the magic fresh in my

mind. This book does the job. The photographs are amazing.Well done, to Douglas Peebles.

I love this book! Visited Kauai on our honeymoon and we wanted a cool book for the coffee table.

This is perfect and the images perfectly capture everything we saw on our trip!

I had the original book (a gift from my parents who lived in Kauai at the time it was published). This

is NOT the same book - it is a shrunken down copy lacking any text, specifically the picture of

Wilcox Memorial Hospital and Sun Village in the original (and now that Mom lives in Dallas...the

main reason I purchased the book...so she could show her friends right where she had lived). Going



back to the book's page, I don't see anything - since the same title and cover picture were used -

that this was a condensed version of the original. I'll go back and read the page again...but I find this

rather disgraceful of the publisher to not have shared that information.

This book was a bit disappointing. It could have benefited from a larger format and more informative

captions. Most of the images were very good and it did give me some ideas for future shots on my

next trip.

What great reminders of a fantastic island, great coffee table book Can't wait to go back. Beautiful

place to visit

I saw this book when we were in Kauai but know  has everything so as hard as it as I waited until we

got home to buy it. What you see in the book is what is in Kauai!

Outstanding book of Kauai scenery captured in photography... some say photos do no justice to the

natural beauty but these come extremely close to accomplishing just that!
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